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Abstract

Lymphatic invasion and accumulation of continuous colla-
gen bundles around tumor cells are associated with poor
melanoma prognosis, but the underlying mechanisms and
molecular determinants have remained unclear. We show here
that a copy-number gain or overexpression of the membrane-
type matrix metalloproteinase MMP16 (MT3-MMP) is associ-
ated with poor clinical outcome, collagen bundle assembly
around tumor cell nests, and lymphatic invasion. In cultured
WM852 melanoma cells derived from human melanoma
metastasis, silencing of MMP16 resulted in cell-surface accu-
mulation of the MMP16 substrate MMP14 (MT1-MMP) as
well as L1CAM cell adhesion molecule, identified here as a

novel MMP16 substrate. When limiting the activities of these
trans-membrane protein substrates toward pericellular colla-
gen degradation, cell junction disassembly, and blood endo-
thelial transmigration, MMP16 supported nodular-type
growth of adhesive collagen-surrounded melanoma cell nests,
coincidentally steering cell collectives into lymphatic vessels.
These results uncover a novel mechanism in melanoma path-
ogenesis, whereby restricted collagen infiltration and limited
mesenchymal invasion are unexpectedly associated with the
properties of the most aggressive tumors, revealing MMP16 as
a putative indicator of adverse melanoma prognosis. Cancer Res;
75(10); 2083–94. �2015 AACR.

Introduction
Melanoma is the most aggressive skin cancer in humans,

occurring at a younger age than other common malignancies
(1). The prognosis of metastatic melanoma remains unfavorable
due to melanoma plasticity and lack of effective treatments.
Currently, the most accurate predictors of melanoma progression
are tumor thickness, ulceration,mitotic index, and sentinel lymph
node (SLN)metastasis (2). Patients with >1-mm-thick tumors are
directed for SLN biopsy (2). However, small melanomas can also
develop lethal metastases. Moreover, SLN biopsy procedure is
associatedwith increasedmorbidity, and the impact on survival is
questionable (3). Therefore, a better understanding of the
mechanisms and early markers of melanoma progression is
essential. Previously, lymphatic vessel density, lymphatic inva-
sion, and extracellularmatrix (ECM) assembly in parallel bundles
and networks have been implicated as additional parameters

correlating with poor patient survival (4–7). Although multiple
ECM-modifying enzymes, adhesion receptors, and signaling
pathways regulate these tumor properties, the specific underlying
mechanisms and molecular determinants have remained elusive.

Membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases (MT-MMP) are
pericellular ECM-degrading proteases with substrate specificities
ranging fromfibrillar collagens and fibrin to basementmembrane
(BM) components (8, 9). They also cleave cell-surface–associated
molecules and activate secreted MMPs (10). MMP14/MT1-MMP,
commonly induced in invasive cancers including melanoma, is
the most widely expressed of six human MT-MMPs (11). Inter-
estingly, overexpression of the related protease MMP16/MT3-
MMP has been reported in the most aggressive nodular melano-
ma subtype, which grows as adhesive nodules within dermis,
rather than spreading radially, andmetastasizes early/aggressively
into lymph nodes (12, 13).

Unlike MMP14, MMP16 is inefficient type I collagenase (14).
Although, for example, collagen III, laminin, fibrin, CD44, and
LRP1 are cleaved by both MT-MMPs in vitro, potential in vivo
functions of MMP16 in tumor cells have remained unclear (15).
We reported that MMP16 functions as a matrix composition-
dependent regulator of melanoma cell invasion and 3D growth
(16). While promoting fibrin invasion, MMP16 also associates
with MMP14 in hetero-oligomers cleaving and posttranslation-
ally suppressing this proinvasive protease (16). These observa-
tions suggest an MMP16 function in melanoma pathogenesis.
Here, we assessed MMP16 expression and copy number in mel-
anoma tumors and cell lines. Intrigued by significant induction
and a novel association with aggressive melanoma properties, we
explored MMP16 functions using cultured cells and WM852
melanoma xenografts. The results revealed a functional contri-
bution of MMP16 to the aggressive melanoma properties.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture

WM852 and WM165 cells from melanoma metastasis (Wistar
Institute, Philadephia, PA), as well as Bowes melanoma cells and
COS1 cells (ATCC) were cultivated as described (16, 17). Human
foreskin lymphatic endothelial cells (LEC; PromoCell), andblood
endothelial cells (BEC; dermal HDBECs and umbilical vein endo-
thelial cells HUVECs, PromoCell) were cultured in Endothelial
Cell Growth Medium MV containing gentamicin (50 mg/mL).

Clinical melanoma samples
Paraffin-embedded human melanomas were obtained from

the Skin and Allergy Hospital of Helsinki University Hospital
(Helsinki, Finland). Benign nevi were kindly provided by
Dr. Paula Kujala, Fimlab, Tampere University Hospital, Tampere,
Finland (see Supplementary Data).

RNAi, cDNAs, and qPCR
siRNAs were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitro-

gen). shRNAs were transduced lentivirally (18). For RNAi and
cDNA constructs, see Supplementary Data. Total mRNA was
extracted from punch biopsies of paraffin-embedded human
melanomas and benign nevi using High Pure RNA Paraffin Kit
(Roche), and from cultured cells using RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen),
followed by reverse transcription with iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Bio-Rad) and qPCR (see Supplementary Data).

Cell adhesion, transendothelial migration, and morphology
assessment

WM852 cells prestained with green fluorescent Vybrant CFDA
SE Cell Tracer (Invitrogen) were seeded on LEC or BEC mono-
layers. After 3 hours, adhered cells/well were quantified using
Cellomics View software (Thermo Scientific). For transmigration,
prestained WM852 cells were seeded on LEC or HUVEC mono-
layers in cell culture inserts (BD Falcon). Human recombinant
L1CAM (L1CAM-Fc, R&D Systems) was added where indicated.
Tenpercent FCS in the lower chamber served as a chemoattractant.
After 12 hours, cultures were fixed, and transmigrated cells quan-
tified. For cell morphology assessment, see Supplementary Data.

3D melanoma-endothelial spheroid coculture
LEC and HDBEC spheroids were formed by culturing 4,000

cells/well in agarose-coated round-bottom96-well plates o/n. Ten
spheroidsweremixedwith 5,000melanoma cells and 50mLfibrin
(4.5 mg/mL; ref. 16). After 3 to 5 days, the cultures were fixed,
subjected to immunofluorescence, and imaged using Leica SP5
confocal microscope. Intravasated melanoma cells were quanti-
fied using Anduril workflow (see Supplementary Data; ref. 19).

Antibody array, immunoblotting, immunoprecipitation, and
gelatin zymography

Serum-free conditioned media (CM) from WM852 cells
transfected with siCtrl or siMMP16 were collected for 48 hours
and subjected to Human Soluble Receptor Antibody Array,
Non-Hematopoietic Panel (R&D Systems). Selected proteins
were assessed by gelatin zymography, immunoblotting and
immunoprecipitation using HA-agarose (Sigma; see Supple-
mentary Data; refs. 16, 18). The dot/band intensities were
quantified using ImageJ.

Kaplan–Meier survival analysis
The clinical and copy-number data for 192 skin cutaneous

melanoma samples were downloaded from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) and analyzed with Anduril workflow (see Supple-
mentary Data).

In vivo xenografts
Experiments were approved by the State Provincial Office of

Southern Finland. In two independent experiments, shScrambled
or shMMP16 WM852 cell pools (1.3 � 106 or 2.0 � 106 cells/
mouse) were implanted into abdominal subcutis of 7-week-old
ICR-SCID female mice and followed for 7 to 9 weeks.

IHC and immunofluorescence
Mouse xenografts were fixed, dehydrated, and embedded in

paraffin, or in OCT Compound (Tissue-Tek) for frozen sections.
For IHC, immunofluorescence, and primary antibodies, see Sup-
plementary Data.

Statistical analysis
Numerical values represent mean�SD unless stated otherwise.

Statistical significance was determined using the Mann–Whitney
U test.

Results
MMP16 overexpression and gain are associated with poor
melanoma outcome

To shed light on the possible role of MMP16 in melanoma
pathogenesis, we analyzed the corresponding mRNA and DNA
copy-number alterations using Oncomine (www.oncomine.org)
and TCGA (20). MMP16 mRNA expression was significantly
higher in melanoma cell lines compared with 17 other types of
cancer cell lines (Fig. 1A; www.oncomine.org; ref. 21). MMP14,
encoding the related and widely cancer-associated transmem-
braneprotease and, according to someof the datasets, alsoMMP1,
MMP2, MMP8, and MMP17 out of the 23 human MMPs were
likewise highly expressed inmelanoma cell lines (Supplementary
Fig. S1A and Supplementary Table S1). Outlier analysis results by
Oncomine showed significant MMP16 overexpression in part of
clinical humanmelanomas (Supplementary Table S2; P < 0.0001
in 5/6 mRNA datasets with n � 20; ref. 22).

To consider the clinical significance of the MMP16 induction,
we compared tumor mRNA expression with overall patient sur-
vival. Unexpectedly, melanomas with MMP16 overexpression
segregated into poor outcome groups (Fig. 1B; primary and Fig.
1C; metastasis), whereas high MMP14 expression across the
biopsies did not vary according to survival (Supplementary Fig.
S1B and S1C).Moreover,MMP16 copy numberwas increased in a
group of melanomas (Fig. 1D and Supplementary Table S2).
Significantly, theMMP16 gainwas associatedwith poorer survival
of melanoma patients as compared with the no-gain group (Fig.
1E;P¼0.008), consistentwith a functionofMMP16 inmelanoma
progression.

MMP16 overexpression is associated with assembly of
continuous collagen bundles and lymphatic invasion inhuman
melanoma

Our previous study demonstrated the association with and
cleavage of the major cell-surface collagenase MMP14 by MMP16
inmelanoma cells, suggesting an intimate interplay between these
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proteases (16). To dissect their potential functions in clinical
melanoma, we compared MMP14 and MMP16 expression with
histopathology of cutaneous melanoma biopsies (Breslow > 1
mm;n¼ 19; 18primary tumors, one skinmetastasis).MMP14was
>1.7-fold overexpressed in eight and MMP16 in six melanoma
biopsies compared with mean expression in benign nevi (Fig. 2A
and Supplementary Table S3; nevi n ¼ 7). Remarkably, all
five tumors with high MMP14 and MMP16 coexpression
(MMP14high/MMP16high), and only one of nine other tumors
available for representative IHC, displayed invasion of S100B-
positive melanoma cells into podoplanin-positive lymphatic ves-
sels (Fig. 2A–C and Supplementary Fig. S2 and Supplementary
Tables S3 and S4; no correlation with lymphatic or blood vessel
densities). Two MMP14high/MMP16high patients also had skin

metastases, representing local lymphatic spread (23; Supplemen-
tary Table S3). Moreover, MMP14high/MMP16high tumors dis-
played a distinct pattern of adhesive cell nests confined by con-
tinuous collagen networks, which further assembled into tumor
nodules surroundedby collagenousECM(Fig. 2D; Supplementary
Fig. S2). Lymphatic and blood vessels were enriched within these
ECM structures (Fig. 2E and F). Melanoma cells remained aggre-
gated inside lymphatic vessels (Fig. 2B). In contrast, no lymphatic
vessel invasion (LVI) was observed in tumors with high MMP14
and low MMP16 (MMP14high/MMP16low), where confined
cell nests were limited to areas close to epidermis (Fig. 2C
and D). In deeper dermis, MMP14high/MMP16low melanoma
cells were instead intermingled with fragmented collagen, sugges-
tive of pericellular collagenolytic and tissue-infiltrative activities

Figure 1.
MMP16 overexpression and copy-
number gain are associated with poor
melanoma outcome. A, MMP16 mRNA
is overexpressed in melanoma and
CNS cancer cell lines (Oncomine.
org; ref. 48). � , P ¼ 3.78 � 10�16;
�� , P¼ 2.83� 10�16. The number of cell
lines is indicated in brackets. B and
MMP16 expression versus overall
patient survival (Oncomine.org).
Primary melanoma (B), n ¼ 81 (49),
and melanoma metastases (C),
n ¼ 44 (50); outlier line (90%) marks
significant MMP16 overexpression
(P ¼ 0.0001). Red square highlights
MMP16 expression in poor outcome
group. D, MMP14 and MMP16 DNA
copy-number variations (Oncomine.
org; TCGA). E, Kaplan–Meier survival
curve visualizes the correlation of
MMP16 gain with patient survival
(TCGA), P ¼ 0.008.

MMP16 in Melanoma Progression
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Figure 2.
Human melanomas with MMP16 overexpression exhibit LVI and growth in collagen-surrounded nests. A, MMP14 and MMP16 mRNAs in human benign nevi and
melanoma specimens were assessed by qPCR. The mean expression in benign nevi was set to 1. B and C, podoplanin (brown) and S100B (brown) IHC of
the indicated melanoma tissue sections. Arrows, tumor cells inside lymphatic vessels. D, Herovici staining (red) visualizes the collagen-confined,
nest-likemorphology of representativeMMP14high/MMP16high tumor as opposed to collagen-infiltrativeMMP14high/MMP16low tumor. E, podoplanin IHC visualizes
lymphatic vessels enriched in the ECM structures of MMP14high/MMP16high tumors. F, CD34-positive blood vessels in the tumors.
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(Fig. 2D and Supplementary Table S3). Therefore, MMP16 over-
expression in the MMP14-expressing melanomas may contribute
to the collagen assembly into continuous bundles and networks,
cell growth as aggregates, and LVI, which are the properties
associated with aggressive melanoma dissemination.

Silencing of MMP16 switches WM852 melanoma cells from
lymphatic to blood vessel invasion

To define functional contribution of MMP16 in melanoma
growth and vascular invasion, lentiviral shRNAs (shMMP16)
were used for MMP16 silencing in nodular melanoma metas-
tasis-derived WM852 cells followed by subcutaneous cell
implantation into immunocompromised mice (Supplementa-
ry Fig. S3A and S3B). The control shScr-transduced WM852
cells express high levels of MMP14 and MMP16 (16). After
approximately 8 weeks, shMMP16 tumors expressed 70% less
MMP16 than shScr tumors (Fig. 3A). ShScr tumors grew rela-
tively slowly, and MMP16 silencing increased the growth rate
(Fig. 3B and C and Supplementary Fig. S3C). In both tumor
groups, intratumoral density of CD31-positive blood vessels
was >40-fold higher than that of LYVE-1–positive lymphatic
vessels (Supplementary Fig. S4A–S4C). Importantly, shScr
tumors displayed prominent LVI by cell collectives, which was
decreased by >80% after MMP16 silencing (Fig. 3D and E). In

contrast, modest blood vessel invasion (BVI) in shScr tumors
was increased by approximately 10-fold after MMP16 knock-
down (Fig. 3D and E).

SilencingofMMP16 increases pericellular collagendegradation
BecauseMMP16 could regulatemelanomagrowth and vascular

invasion by altering tumor ECM directly and/or via posttransla-
tional MMP14 downregulation, we compared the ECM compo-
sition of shScr with shMMP16 tumors (16). BM collagen IV
thickness and mouse collagen I remained unaltered (Fig. 4A
and Supplementary Fig. S5). In contrast, prominent tumor
cell–derived human collagen I fibers displayed in shScr tumors
were markedly decreased, and overall intratumoral collagenous
ECMwasdiminished by approximately 80% in shMMP16 tumors
(Fig. 4B and C). Collagen mRNA was not decreased (Fig. 4D),
suggesting that MMP16 silencing enhanced pericellular collagen
degradation, consistentlywith the reported increase in cell-surface
MMP14 in shMMP16 cells (16). Fibrin accumulation was
instead enhanced (Fig. 4E), consistently with fibrinolytic MMP16
activity (16, 24).

MMP16 promotes melanoma cell–cell adhesion
Considering the association of collective invasionwith LVI (25)

and the collective cell patterns in MMP16-expressing human

Figure 3.
MMP16-silencing shifts vascular
invasion from lymphatic to blood
vessels. A and B, MMP16 mRNA
expression (A) and final weight of
control (shScr; B) and MMP16-
depleted (shMMP16) WM852
xenografts (pooled from two
experiments). C, tumor growth in
independent experiments. D, the
percentage of intratumoral and
peritumoral lymphatic and blood
vessels containing intravasated tumor
cells. C and D, error bars, � SE.
E, xenograft sections stained for
mouse Lyve-1 (red) and CD31 (red).
Arrowheads and arrows, tumor cells
inside lymphatic and blood vessels,
respectively. � , P < 0.002; �� , P < 0.05.

MMP16 in Melanoma Progression
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melanoma and xenograft tumors, we next assessed the effects of
MMP16 onWM852 cell growth andmigration, and their relation
to cell–cell adhesion in culture. As reported, shScr cells displayed
limited invasion in 3D collagen, which was increased byMMP16
silencing (S6A and S6B; ref. 16), and MMP16 overexpression
reduced collagen invasion of MMP14-expressing Bowes melano-
ma cells (Supplementary Fig. S6C). The rates of shScr and
shMMP16 cell wound migration and proliferation remained
comparable in 2D (Supplementary Fig. S6D and S6E). Notably,
shScr cells grew as collective colonies, whereas MMP16 silencing
induced a switch to single-cell phenotype, previously associated
with BVI (Fig. 5A; ref. 25). MMP16 siRNAs decreased ZO-1, N-
cadherin, and EphA2-containing cell junctions, whereas MMP14
silencing strengthened the junctions (Supplementary Fig. S6F).
Consistently, MMP16 overexpression increased cell–cell contacts
in Bowes cells (Supplementary Fig. S6G).

MMP16 exhibits ECM environment–dependent and
-independent regulatory activities toward blood endothelial
transmigration and lymphatic intravasation

To further investigate the MMP16-dependent mechanisms of
vascular invasion, melanoma-endothelial cell interactions were
assessed in 2D and 3D. When shScr cells were plated as a
suspension atop endothelial cell monolayers, they adhered effi-
ciently to BECs, but poorly to LECs (Fig. 5B). MMP16 silencing
increased adhesion to and transmigration across BECs, consis-
tently with the increased BVI of shMMP16 cells in vivo, whereas
adhesion to and transmigration across LECs remained modest in
both shScr and shMMP16 cells (Fig. 5B andC). The approximately
16-fold more efficient shScr cell transmigration across BECs than
LECs was different from the more prominent LVI than BVI in vivo,
most likely due to poor adhesion to LECs in the absence of 3D
tissue microenvironment. Indeed, when WM852 and WM165

Figure 4.
MMP16 silencing increases collagen
degradation and fibrin accumulation.
A and B, IHC of frozen sections
visualize mouse collagen IV (red; A)
and human collagen I (red; B) coupled
with mouse CD31 (green) in shScr and
shMMP16 WM852 xenografts. BM
collagen IV thickness and overall
collagen I intensity are shown below
the micrographs. C, Herovici staining
(red) visualizes the reduction of
collagenous ECM after MMP16
silencing. Collagen coverage/
microscope field was calculated. D,
human collagen 1A1 and mouse
collagen 1A1 and 3A1 mRNAs in the
xenografts. Mean expression in shScr
tumors was set to 1. E, fibrin and CD31
IHC visualize increased interstitial
fibrin and fibrin around intravasated
tumor cells after MMP16 silencing.
Fibrin coverage/microscope field;
� , P � 0.021; �� , P ¼ 0.055.
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melanoma cells were embedded with preformed endothelial
spheroids in 3D fibrin, shScr cells invaded more readily into LEC
than BEC spheroids (Fig. 5D–F and and Supplementary Fig. S7A).
MMP16 silencing inhibited LEC spheroid intravasation, plausibly
via effects related to fibrin-invasive MMP16 activity and stronger
chemoattraction by LECs than BECs (Fig. 5D–F and Supplemen-
tary Fig. S7A; refs. 16, 26). Consistently, inefficient LEC spheroid
intravasation of shMMP16 cells, and of Bowes cells devoid of
endogenous MMP16, was markedly increased after MMP16 over-
expression (Fig. 5E–F andSupplementary Fig. S7B–C). Altogether,
these results suggest that MMP16 impedes tumor–blood endo-
thelial cell adhesion and BEC transmigration, whereas LEC inter-
actions and transmigration are supported by 3D ECM environ-
ment and MMP16.

L1CAM is a novel MMP16 substrate involved in
transendothelial migration

To search for melanoma cell–surface substrates of MMP16
involved in vascular invasion, we assessed the release of 119
proteins to the CM of control and MMP16-depleted WM852
cells. Out of the strongly detected proteins, MMP2 and EMMPRIN
were decreased most efficiently by MMP16 silencing (Fig. 6A;
Supplementary Fig. S8A and Supplementary Table S5). Soluble
form of Neural cell adhesion molecule L1 (L1CAM), a receptor
previously linked to transendothelial migration, was reduced
by approximately 50% (Fig. 6A; ref. 27). To test whether MMP16
releases soluble L1CAM by proteolytic shedding, COS1 cells
devoid of endogenous MMPs were transfected to express L1CAM
alone or with MMP16. Besides full-length 220- to 240-kDa

L1CAM in cell lysates, soluble ectodomain of approximately
200 kDa in size was detected in CM (Fig. 6B and C). MMP16
increased the ectodomain shedding, coincidentwith the detection
of approximately 30 kDa C-terminal L1CAM fragment and
L1CAM coimmunoprecipitation with MMP16 (Fig. 6B and C).
As expected, the MMP inhibitor GM6001 inhibited this MMP16-
mediated shedding (Fig. 6B and C).

WM852 and WM165 shScr cell CM contained endogenous
L1CAM ectodomain (Fig. 6D and and Supplementary Fig.
S8B and S8C). Unexpectedly, silencing of ADAM10, the previ-
ously identified L1CAM sheddase, neither decreased the ecto-
domain nor altered the full-length L1CAM (Fig. 6D and Sup-
plementary Fig. S8B–S8D; ref. 28). In contrast, the ectodomain
was decreased by MMP16 silencing (Fig. 6D). Concomitantly,
full-length L1CAM was increased in WM852 cells (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S8D and S8E). Moreover, overexpression of MMP16
increased L1CAM shedding in WM852 and WM165 shMMP16
cells (Fig. 6E and Supplementary Fig. S8F). Silencing of MMP14
instead increased the 200-kDa ectodomain, coincidentally
decreasing an additional approximately 160-kDa ectodomain
fragment in WM165 cells (Supplementary Fig. S8C). In COS1
cells, MMP14 likewise cleaved L1CAM into differently sized
fragments (Supplementary Fig. S8G). These results indicate that,
while MMP14 and MMP16 can both cleave L1CAM, MMP16 is
the major endogenous L1CAM sheddase in these cells.

To examine whether L1CAM shedding contributed to the
MMP16-dependent WM852 cell adhesion and vascular invasion,
shMMP16 cell morphology and transendothelial migration were
assessed after L1CAMknockdown. L1CAMsiRNAdid not alter the

Figure 5.
MMP16 silencing induces melanoma
cell junction disassembly and BEC
transmigration but inhibits
intravasation into LEC spheroids. A,
light micrographs visualize adhesive
morphology ofWM852 shScr cells and
single-cell phenotype of shMMP16
cells overlaid by indicated 3D
matrices. B, WM852 cell adhesion to
LEC or BEC monolayers in 3 hours. C,
WM852 cell transmigration across
LECs and BECs in 12 hours. D, relative
BEC or LEC spheroid intravasation by
WM852 cells. The mean number of
intravasated shScr cells was set to 100.
E and F, representative confocal
images of WM852 cells (E; green) and
WM165 cells (F; green) transfected to
overexpress MMP16 where indicated,
and cocultured with LEC spheroids
(red) in fibrin for 5 days. Arrows,
melanoma cells inside the spheroids.
MMP16-r1 and MMP16-r2 contain silent
mutations in shMMP16 sequence.
Relative number of intravasated
melanoma cells/spheroid is presented
on the right. The mean number of
shScr cells was set to 100. � , P¼ 0.001;
�� , P < 0.04.
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defective homotypic shMMP16 cell–cell adhesion (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S8H). Although the increased yet inefficient 2D LEC
transmigration of shMMP16 cells was somewhat suppressed,
intravasation of the cells into LEC spheroids remained unal-
tered after L1CAM silencing (Fig. 6F and G). In contrast,
L1CAM silencing rescued the shMMP16 cell transmigration
across BECs to the lower level of shScr cells (Fig. 6F). Recom-
binant L1CAM ectodomain (L1CAM-Fc) did not revert the
phenotype (Supplementary Fig. S8I), suggesting that increased
full-length L1CAM in shMMP16 cells facilitates BEC transmi-
gration. Consistent with these in vitro results, the shift from LVI

to BVI was coupled with >2-fold increased full-length L1CAM
without changes in corresponding mRNA in shMMP16 xeno-
grafts (Fig. 6H and I). The intensity of cell-surface L1CAM
likewise showed an inverse pattern with MMP16 expression
in human melanoma and the xenografts (Fig. 6J–M and Sup-
plementary Fig. S9).

MMP16 controls melanoma cell morphology and collagenase
expression via MMP14 regulation

The MMP16-dependent suppression of single-cell phenotype,
BVI, and collagen infiltration, all properties promoted byMMP14

Figure 6.
MMP16-mediated shedding of
L1CAM is involved in blood endothelial
transmigration. A, Human Soluble
Receptor Antibody Array analysis of
WM852 cells transfected with control
(siCtrl) and MMP16 (siMMP16) siRNAs.
Equal dot intensities in siCtrl and
siMMP16 cell CM were set to zero.
Boxes highlight the indicated
proteins with >20% decrease after
MMP16 silencing in the shown
chemiluminescence detection.
B and C, L1CAM was expressed
alone or together with HA-tagged
MMP16 in COS1 cells, followed by
immunoprecipitation using HA-
agarose and immunoblotting. MMP
inhibitor GM6001 (10 mmol/L) was
added o/n where indicated. D and E,
CM of WM852 cells transfected with
indicated siRNAs or transduced with
shMMP16 (D) and CM of shMMP16
cells transfected with MMP16-r1 and
MMP16-r2 rescue plasmids were
subjected to immunoblotting (E).
F, relative transmigration of WM852
cells across LEC or BEC monolayers in
12 hours. G, relative LEC spheroid
intravasation by WM852 cells. The
mean number of intravasated shScr
cells was set to 100. H, full-length
L1CAM was detected from xenograft
tumor lysates by immunoblotting.
L1CAM band intensities normalized
with tubulin are indicated below each
lane. I, relative expression of L1CAM
protein and mRNA in the xenografts.
J and K, L1CAM IHC coverage/
microscopic field in human melanoma
(J) and xenograft tissue sections (K).
L and M, IHC visualizes abundant cell-
surface L1CAM in human tumors with
low MMP16 (L; see Supplementary Fig.
S9) and shMMP16 xenografts (M).
� , P < 0.02.
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(9, 29, 30), raised the possibility that MMP16 supports the
alternative melanoma cell aggregation- and collagen assembly-
associated LVI phenotype indirectly by limiting cell-surface
MMP14. To test this hypothesis, MMP14 protein andmRNAwere
assessed and related to collagen patterns in WM852 xenografts.
Indeed, shScr tumors with high MMP14 and MMP16 displayed
mainly intracellular MMP14 in collagen-surrounded cell nests
(Fig. 7A). Moreover, while MMP14 mRNA remained unaltered,
prominently cell surface-localized MMP14 was significantly
increased in conjunction with the pattern of more loosely orga-
nized cell masses and fragmented collagen in shMMP16 tumors
(Fig. 7A and B; P < 0.01). Considering the MMP expression in
melanoma cells (Supplementary Table S1), and MMP16-depen-
dent changes in MMP2 and the MMP-regulator EMMPRIN
(Fig. 6A), we also analyzed soluble MMP1 and MMP2 in
WM852 cell CM. MMP2, detected as 72-kDa zymogen, was
decreased by 30% after MMP16 silencing (Supplementary Fig.
S8J). Interestingly, the activated form of MMP1 was enhanced
by MMP14 silencing, and conversely diminished coincidently
with the MMP14 increase in shMMP16 cells (Fig. 7C). How-
ever, silencing of neither MMP14 nor the soluble MMPs altered
LEC spheroid intravasation in 3D fibrin (Fig. 7D), consistent
with limited direct regulation of melanoma–LEC interactions,
and sufficiency of MMP16 for WM852 cell fibrin invasion.
In vivo, collective cell phenotype favors LVI over BVI (25), and
the shift from LVI to BVI after MMP16-depletion was associated
with single WM852 cell invasion. Therefore, we also tested the
impact of increased MMP14 on shMMP16 cell–cell adhesion.
Importantly, MMP14 siRNAs rescued the cell–cell adhesive
phenotype (Fig. 7E).

Discussion
Aggressive melanomas are characterized by tumor cell aligning

collagen patterns, high lymphatic vessel density, LVI, and early
lymph node metastasis (4–7). These characteristics are accompa-
nied by a specific gene expression profile, including overexpres-
sionof cell–cell adhesionmolecules and themembrane-anchored
protease MMP16 in nodular melanomas (12). Despite these
results, the molecular and cellular mechanisms behind adverse
clinical outcome remain poorly understood. Here, we show that
the overexpression of as yet poorly characterized MMP16 is
associatedwithboth the growthpattern of tumor cell nests toward
outlining continuous collagen and LVI in primary human mel-
anomas. Human WM852 melanoma xenografts recapitulated a
similar tumor phenotype thatwas dependent onMMP16, since its
silencing switched the tumors toward a more dispersed growth
pattern devoid of continuous collagen or LVI. Our results indicate
thatMMP16 confersmelanoma cells with the properties linked to
aggressive tumor behavior by activities including regulation of its
cell-surface substrates MMP14 and L1CAM (Fig. 7F). Supportive

Figure 7.
MMP16 silencing increases cell surface MMP14 involved in cell junction
disassembly and collagen degradation. A, IHC for MMP14 in shScr and
shMMP16 WM852 xenografts (brown). Arrowheads, cytoplasmic MMP14;
arrows, membranous MMP14. Herovici staining visualizes collagen bundles
(red) around cell nests in shScr and dispersed cell growth in shMMP16
xenografts (bottom). B, MMP14 staining intensity and MMP14 mRNA

expression in the xenografts. C, immunoblotting of shScr and shMMP16 cells
after siRNA transfections as indicated. The ratio of activated approximately
46 kDa and latent approximately 54-kDa MMP1 is expressed below each lane.
D, LEC spheroid intravasation by WM852 cells. The mean number of
intravasated siCtrl-transfected shScr cells was set to 100. E, phalloidin
staining of the cells (F-actin). F, schematic model: MMP16 cleaves/
downregulates MMP14 and L1CAM thus limiting their activities on collagen
fragmentation, cell junction disassembly, BM degradation, MMP1 activation,
and BVI, leading to cell–cell adhesion, expansive growth of collagen-
surrounded cell nests, and passive LVI. �, P < 0.01.
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of such a causal relationship, the MMP16 gain correlated with
poor survival of melanoma patients.

MMP16 is located in chromosome 8q21. Copy-number gains
involving chromosome 8 have been previously linked to poor
prognosis in uveal melanoma, where specific collagen patterns
also associate with disease aggressiveness (6, 31). The herein
identified MMP16 functions help to explain these correlations,
and further suggest that increased MMP16 expression by, for
example, copy-number gain predicts aggressive progression in
cutaneous melanoma. The gain also affects other chromosome
8q genes, including MYC with established functions toward
melanoma progression. However, unlike MMP16, MYC was
widely overexpressed across melanoma patients independent
of the 8q gain or survival status, similarly to MMP14. The large
size of the amplicon, approximately 500 genes, further impli-
cates that MYC alone does not explain decreased survival of
patients harboring the 8q gain. In contrast, the identified
MMP16-dependent tumor properties suggest thatMMP16 over-
expression serves as an important mechanism behind melano-
ma pathogenesis.

The transcripts for both MMP14 and MMP16 were overex-
pressed in the primary human melanomas and WM852 shScr
xenografts with continuous collagen patterns coupled to nodular-
type growth andLVI.MMP14 is themajor pericellular collagenase,
which also cleaves cell-surface proteins, thus enhancing junction-
al disassembly and mesenchymal invasion of tumor cells across
tissue barriers (8, 29, 32). Our results reveal a novel concept,
whereby MMP16, rather than inducing cell dissociation and
mesenchymal invasion, regulates tumor progression by impeding
pericellular collagen degradation and supporting tumor cell–cell
adhesion via posttranslational MMP14 downregulation. In
WM852 xenografts, this was coupled with assembly of continu-
ous collagen bundles and networks containing blood and lym-
phatic vessels around tumor cell nests, themorphology prevailing
also in the MMP14high/MMP16high human tumors. This
was distinct from tumor cell–destructed collagen in both
shMMP16 xenografts, with increased cell-surface MMP14, and
the MMP14high/MMP16low clinical samples, or from the cohe-
sive noncollagen-infiltrative morphology of the MMP14low/
MMP16low tumors devoid of LVI. Although MMP16 reduces
cell-surface MMP14 (16), the remaining activity was sufficient
for the growth of cell nests and LVI. However, the faster growth of
MMP16-silenced xenografts can reflect the enhanced degradation
of invasion- and growth-restricting collagen by MMP14 (9, 33).
Interestingly, MMP16-expressing control cells instead produced
higher levels of activated MMP1 and proMMP2. These soluble
MMPs, although inefficient for invasion of tumor cells across
cross-linked ECM barriers (9), degrade interstitial collagen and
other ECM components. They have been linked to, for example,
lungmetastasis signature of breast carcinomas aswell as signaling,
adhesion, and motility toward metastasis in melanoma (34–36).
Therefore, these proteases provide the MMP16-expressing mela-
nomas with an alternative mechanism for ECM remodeling
within the tumor nests to support growth perpendicularly toward
the outlining collagen bundles.

Lymphatic vessels have discontinuous BM that permits intra-
vasation of collectively invading tumor cells (25, 37). There-
fore, pressure from growing cell nests inside continuous col-
lagen bundles can push the cells into the permissive vessels,
explaining the prominent LVI in MMP16-expressing xenografts
and human tumors. Previously, collagen linearization and

cross-linking have been found to generate force that promotes
breast cancer metastasis (38). Consistent with such an ECM-
dependent mechanism of intravasation, transmigration of cul-
tured melanoma cells across LECs was dependent on 3Dmatrix.
In our fibrin model, MMP16 induced extensive melanoma cell
intravasation particularly to LEC spheroids. Although we did
not directly compare chemoattraction by LECs and BECs, this
result can reflect the essential activity of MMP16 for melanoma
cell invasion in fibrin, coupled with strong chemoattraction by
LECs (16, 26). MMP16 silencing instead enhanced both BEC
transmigration in the absence of fibrin and BVI in vivo in
conjunction with increased L1CAM and MMP14, both known
to promote BVI (27, 30). Because L1CAM depletion reverted
the BEC transmigration of shMMP16 cells back to the low
control level, the identification of L1CAM as an endogenous
MMP16 substrate may prove relevant in the regulation of BVI.
Indeed, the mesenchymally invading shMMP16 cells were able
to infiltrate both blood vessels and collagen barriers in vivo,
thus avoiding the generation of pressure and LVI. Because
L1CAM silencing had minor effects on LEC spheroid intravasa-
tion, it may not directly mediate LVI. However, by limiting the
ability of melanoma cells to invade into blood vessels, shed-
ding of L1CAM by MMP16 could indirectly enhance their
invasion into lymphatic vessels (Fig. 7F). These results are
consistent with LVI being relatively passive process, induced
by intratumoral pressure and chemokines secreted by LECs
(26, 39). Because poor melanoma prognosis is associated with
the continuous collagen structures and LVI, rather than BVI, our
results reveal a novel paradigm, where the MMP16-dependent
downregulation of both mesenchymal invasion- and BVI-pro-
moting MMP14 and L1CAM is coupled with LVI and the other
properties of the most aggressive tumors (4–7). These mechan-
isms, together with findings linking high MMP16 and low
MMP14 expression to stem-like properties in prostate cancer,
and deregulated MMP16-targeting miRNAs to malignant prop-
erties in several cancers, are relevant also considering targeting
options against alternative cancer invasion/dissemination pro-
grams (40–42).

Whether LVI represents a functional route for melanoma
spread or just a marker of metastatic switch remains unclear
(43). Because of slow fluid flow of lymphatic vessels, LVI
provides tumors with a potential dissemination route where
cell clusters may grow and adhere. Low shear flow and filtering
into subcapsular sinuses can further promote melanoma cell
aggregation, which correlates with metastatic ability and lung
colonization in mouse models (44, 45). However, it is unclear
whether tumor cell aggregates from lymph nodes can access
systemic blood circulation to allow distant metastasis (43).
Alternatively, LVI may simply reflect more metastatic aggrega-
tion-prone cell phenotype. In this case, the correlation with
poor prognosis can be explained by, for example, protection of
circulating tumor cell clusters from host immunity, their
enhanced trapping in capillaries of distant organs, or decreased
dormancy due to survival signals and tumor-propagating prop-
erties brought by cell–cell adhesion (45–47). Nevertheless, by
demonstrating that concurrently with poor survival of mela-
noma patients MMP16 promotes LVI of tumor cell aggregates,
our results reveal a novel mechanism of melanoma progres-
sion. Because we show that MMP16 is associated with aggres-
sive melanoma properties already in primary tumors, it is an
excellent prognostic marker candidate that could also guide
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clinical decisions such as SLN biopsies to predict aggressiveness
of, for example, small cutaneous melanomas.
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